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From the Editor

N

ever before has there been so much discussion, and research, about
the effectiveness of therapy, the comparative effectiveness between
therapies, and our understanding of the mechanisms that underpin
therapeutic approaches. This month we feature articles about what
may prove to be the most important aspect of psychotherapeutic practice—
play, creativity, and curiosity. We feature an excerpt from Play and Creativity in
Psychotherapy, a new book in the Norton Series on Interpersonal NeurobiolRichard Hill
ogy, edited by Terry Marks-Tarlow, Marion Solomon, and Dan Siegel (2017). We
Managing
Editor
are confident that Terry’s chapter will bring new insights on the effectiveness
of play and creativity in psychotherapy. It is still important to explore the science, but reinvesting both
the subjective and relational experience into therapy is, perhaps, the beginning of a new way of “doing”
science. With that in mind, it seemed timely to add my speculations on a new “neuroscience of curiosity”,
which will appear as an Appendix in my new book. I would be very interested in your comments and
suggestions in relation to my assessment and conclusions. Another important aspect of life that is very
difficult to be objective, is sexual interaction. Our Spotlight shines on Alexandra Katehakis, Clinical Director of the Los Angeles-based Center for Healthy Sex. I hope to be able to publish more from Alexandra in
future issues. Her work is quite fascinating. Remaining with the theme of phenomenology, we received,
with many thanks, a book review from subscriber Gunnel Minett, from the United Kingdom. Lisa Feldman
Barrett’s book, How Emotions are Made (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2017), is not without controversy and
Gunnel’s insights are helpful in opening our minds to Barrett’s book.
There are, of course, the usual intriguing snippets of recent research that, hopefully, become fragments
for ideas that truly move us forward in our efforts to both survive and thrive. So many fascinating people
around the globe are developing wonderful ideas and making insightful conclusions that have a foundation and support in reliable science. We at The Neuropsycotherapist are always excited to see and, whenever possible, publish new work. How does the neuroscience help us understand how to be human? A
friend recently reminded me of the quote from Nassim Taleb in his book, The Bed of Procrustes: “Studying
neurobiology to understand humans is like studying ink to understand literature”. This is a very interesting and important burr in our side. To what degree is he correct? In what context is he correct? In what
context is this statement very wrong? These are the questions we are being challenged with now as we
seek to bring psychotherapy, science, and neuroscience into a workable form that will enlighten and
enrich us.
Richard Hill
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RESEARCH

New Perceptual Pathway Identified That Can
Lead To Body Size Misperception and Increase
Risk of Eating and Exercise Disorders

A new study led by researchers at Macquarie University has identified a psychological pathway that
can lead to body size and shape misperception in individuals, putting them at greater risk of developing
conditions such as anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa and muscle dysmorphia. The researchers report
that the extent to which a person is dissatisfied with
their own body impacts how much time they spend
looking at thinner body types. This, in turn, causes
adaptation of their brains’ visual perception mecha-
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“When presented with images of thin and fat
bodies at the same time, our study found that people who are less satisfied with their bodies tend to
look longer and more often at thin compared to fat
bodies,” said Dr Ian Stephen from Macquarie University, the lead author on the study.
The issue with this, the researchers say, is the fact
that the more time a person spends looking at certain body types, such as very thin models, the more
the perceptual mechanisms in their brain adapt toVol 6 Issue 3, March 2018

Veneralla/Bigstock.com

B

ody size misperception is a risk factor for body nisms, such that thinner bodies are perceived as
dissatisfaction and eating disorders such as ‘normal’. This can lead to an overestimation of their
anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa
own body size.

RESEARCH

wards seeing thin bodies as ‘normal’, in a process tions for the treatment of clinical populations in
called visual adaption.
which high levels of body size and shape misper“We know from previous research that gazing at ception are likely to be observed, such as individuthin bodies for as little as two minutes causes a re- als with anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa and, percalibration of the mechanisms in our brain that en- haps, muscle dysmorphia. While we already know
that issues around power and control are central to
code body fatness.
the development of disorders such as anorexia, we
Then, when we see an average sized body, we now know more about the perceptual mechanisms
perceive it as fat,” explained Associate Professor that may precipitate these disorders,” said Dr SteKevin Brooks, another of the study’s senior authors. phen.
“And that’s what we saw happening here. Our par“Those with eating disorders already experience
ticipants were asked to use an app to make a series
of test bodies look ‘normal’ before and after expo- significant barriers to seeking help. Understandsure to the fat and thin bodies. Those who looked ing how a person’s body misperception developed
more often and longer at the thin bodies made the in the first place can help us to treat the underlying
test bodies thinner after exposure than they did be- cause of the disorder,” he concluded.
fore, and vice versa”.
Source: Macq
Previous studies have also shown that these effects not only transfer to images of other people’s
bodies, but also alter our perception of our own
bodies.

https://www.mq.edu.au/newsroom/2018/02/01/
new-perceptual-pathway-identified-that-can-leadto-body-size-misperception-and-increase-risk-ofeating-and-exercise-disorders/

“By spending more time
looking at certain body types,
people who are dissatisfied
with their own bodies are actually exacerbating their own
visual adaption process, causing them to think that the body
types they keep gazing at are
what should be considered
‘normal’, which in turn increases their risk of overestimating
their own body size. This in
turn could increase their risk of
developing an eating disorder,”
explained Dr Stephen.

Image: © Stephen et al 2018

Body size and shape misperception affects a large and
growing segment of the population, and is a risk factor for
eating disorders, compulsive
exercise behaviour and steroid
abuse. The study’s findings, the
researchers say, add a new perspective to the existing knowledge of how body misperception disorders develop.
“The findings have implicawww.neuropsychotherapist.com
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Moving pictures, feeble words:
Emotional images sway people more than
emotional words

Life on White/Bigstock.com

Researchers find that emotive images alter people’s behaviour,
while emotive words do not.
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Can your behavior be influenced by subtle, barely
visible signals, such as an emotionally charged image
briefly flashed on a TV screen or roadside billboard? It
may sound like hysteria about covert advertising — but
according to new research published in open-access
journal Frontiers in Psychology, the answer is yes.
Piotr Winkielman, of the University of California, San
Diego, has been studying the effect for quite a while. In
a previous study, Winkielman and colleagues reported
that showing brief images of happy faces to thirsty
people led them to drink more of a beverage immediately afterwards, whereas images of scowling faces led
them to drink less. Remarkably, the participants were
not aware of a change in their emotional state. In this
new study, the researchers expanded the scope of their
tests beyond faces to other images and words.
“We wanted to compare two major kinds of emotional stimuli that people encounter in their life: words
and pictures, including those of emotional faces and
evocative images of objects,” says Winkielman. “We
also tested if it matters whether these stimuli are presented very briefly or for a longer period of time.”
The researchers asked undergraduates to classify
objects, faces, or words on a computer screen. While
showing a series of emotionally neutral images in quick
succession, the researchers included brief flashes of
faces, pictures or words that were either positive or
negative. After the task, the researchers provided a soft
drink and allowed the participants to drink as much as
they liked.
The first experiment compared the effect of emotive
words, such as “panda” (positive) and “knife” (negative), with that of happy (positive) and angry (negative)
facial expressions. The second compared the effect of
emotive words with images of emotionally charged
objects, such as a gun or a cute dog.
As in previous studies, participants drank more after
seeing happy faces than after seeing angry faces. Participants also drank more after seeing positive objects
than after seeing negative objects. In contrast, positive
words did not increase consumption.
“We found that emotive images of objects altered
the amount that participants drank, with ‘positive’
objects increasing consumption and ‘negative’ objects
decreasing it,” says Winkielman. “But people were not
swayed by emotional words, which were somehow
powerless — even though the words were rated to be
as emotive as the pictures.”
Surprisingly, nearly invisible images – shown for only
10 milliseconds – had the same effect as clearly noticeable images shown for 200 milliseconds.
“In our experiment, the duration of the emotional
cue did not matter for its ability to influence consumpwww.neuropsychotherapist.com

tion,” says Winkielman. “This echoes some previous
studies, however we need stronger evidence to confidently claim that fleeting images work as well as more
noticeable images in altering behavior.”
Figuring out why emotive images are more powerful
than emotive words is the researchers’ next task. They
hypothesize that emotionally charged pictures may
speak more directly to us than words, which can be nuanced and ambiguous, and may require more thought
before they affect us.
The results raise many questions: “We know from
our other research that words in sentences are emotionally impactful, but why?” asks Winkielman. “Is it
because they can conjure up images?”
Source: Frontiers https://blog.frontiersin.
org/2018/02/02/psychology-influence-behavior-withimages/
Winkielman, P., & Gogolushko, Y. (2018). Influence
of suboptimally and optimally presented affective
pictures and words on consumption-related behavior. Frontiers in Psychology, 8:2261. doi:10.3389/fpsyg.2017.02261

Above: Sequence of events in Experiment 1 (top panel) and
Experiment 2 (bottom panel). Image courtesy the authors.
The Neuropsychotherapist
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“Anxiety Cells” Identified
in the Brain’s Hippocampus
Columbia and UCSF neuroscientists have found in mice
that certain cells fire when the animal is anxious,
triggering anxiety-related behaviours

Using optogenetics, anxiety cells in the brains of mice light up when the animal is stressed. Source: Lab of Réne
Hen, PhD, Columbia University Irving Medical Center

Do your palms sweat when you walk down a poorly lit street at night? That feeling may be traced to
the firing of newly identified “anxiety” cells deep inside your brain, according to research from neuroscientists at Columbia University Irving Medical Center (CUIMC) and the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF).
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The researchers found the cells in the brains of
mice, inside a structure called the hippocampus.
But the cells probably also exist in humans, says
Rene Hen, PhD, professor of neuroscience and
pharmacology (in psychiatry) at Columbia and one
of the study’s senior investigators.

“This is exciting because it represents a direct,
rapid pathway in the brain that lets animals respond to anxiety-provoking places without needing to go through higher-order brain regions,”
says Mazen Kheirbek, PhD, Assistant Professor of
Psychiatry at UCSF and the study’s other senior
investigator.

“We call these anxiety cells because they only
fire when the animals are in places that are innately
“Now that we’ve found these cells in the hipfrightening to them,” Hen says. “For a mouse,
pocampus, it opens up new areas for exploring
that’s an open area where they’re more exposed to treatment ideas that we didn’t know existed bepredators, or an elevated platform.”
fore,” says the study’s lead author Jessica Jimenez,
PhD, an MD/PhD student at Columbia University’s
The firing of the anxiety cells sends messages to Vagelos College of Physicians & Surgeons.
other parts of the brain that turn on anxious behaviors; in mice, those include avoiding the dangerous
The findings appear in the Jan. 31 online issue
area or fleeing to a safe zone.
of Neuron. “This study shows how translational
research using basic science techniques in animal
Though many other cells in the brain have been models can elucidate the underlying basis of huidentified as playing a role in anxiety, the cells
man emotions and reasons for mental disorders,
found in this study are the first known to represent thereby pointing the way for treatment developthe state of anxiety, regardless of the type of envi- ment,” says Jeffrey Lieberman, MD, the Lawrence
ronment that provokes the emotion.
C. Kolb Professor and Chair of Psychiatry at Columbia.

Using a miniature microscope inserted into the brains of the mice, Hen’s team recorded the activity of hundreds
of cells in the hippocampus as the mice freely moved around their surroundings. Source: Lab of Réne Hen, PhD,
Columbia University Irving Medical Center
www.neuropsychotherapist.com
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Anxiety is healthy. To a degree.
Anxiety is normal and critical to an animal’s
safety. Anxiety is an emotional response to a distant threat—being in an environment that exposes
an animal to predators, for example. The safe bet is
to sidestep those environments, so anxiety kicks in
avoidance behaviors.
When people overestimate threats—when talking to a crowd invokes the same response as potentially running into a snake—anxiety becomes a
problem.
To understand how things go awry in anxiety
disorders, researchers in the Hen lab have been
looking at mice to decipher how the brain processes healthy anxiety.
“We wanted to understand where the emotional
information that goes into the feeling of anxiety is
encoded within the brain,” said Dr. Kheirbek, who
was an assistant professor at CUIMC before moving to UCSF.
The hippocampus plays a well-known role in the
brain’s ability to form new memories and to help
animals—from mice to humans—navigate through
complex environments. But recent research has
also implicated the hippocampus in regulating
mood, and studies have shown altering brain
activity in the ventral part of the hippocampus can
reduce anxiety. It’s also known that the hippocampus sends signals to other areas of the brain—the
amygdala and the hypothalamus—that have also
been shown to control anxiety-related behavior.
Anxiety cells identified with miniature
microscope
Using a miniature microscope inserted into the
brains of the mice, Hen’s team recorded the activity of hundreds of cells in the hippocampus as the
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mice freely moved around their surroundings.
Whenever the animals were in exposed, anxietyprovoking environments, the researchers noticed
that specific cells in the ventral part of the hippocampus were active. And the more anxious the
mice seemed, the greater the activity in the cells.
The researchers traced the output of those cells
to the hypothalamus, which is known to control
behaviors associated with anxiety (in people, those
include increased heart rate, avoidance, and secretion of stress hormones).
By turning the anxiety cells off and on using a
technique called optogenetics that allows scientists to control the activity of neurons using beams
of light, the researchers found that the anxiety
cells control anxiety behaviors. When the cells
were silenced, the mice stopped producing fearrelated behaviors, wandering onto elevated platforms and away from protective walls. When the
anxiety cells were stimulated, the mice exhibited
more fear behaviors even when they were in “safe”
surroundings.
Therapeutic directions
The discovery of the anxiety cells raises the possibility of finding treatments that target them and
reduce anxiety. “We’re looking to see if these cells
are different molecularly from other neurons,” Hen
says. “If there’s a specific receptor on the cells that
distinguishes them from their neighbors, it may be
possible to produce a new drug to reduce anxiety.”
Source: http://newsroom.cumc.columbia.edu/
blog/2018/01/31/anxiety-cells-identified-in-thebrains-hippocampus/
Study: http://www.cell.com/neuron/fulltext/
S0896-6273(18)30019-9
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Play and Creativity
in Psychotherapy
(From the Norton Series on Interpersonal Neurobiology, 2017).
Edited by Terry Marks-Tarlow, Marion Solomon, and Daniel J. Siegel.

P

sychotherapy is serious business. Our patients frequently face life-and-death issues on the opposite end of the spectrum from fun and games. Psychotherapists harbor a tremendous amount of
responsibility when encountering deep unhappiness, trauma, and at times, unthinkable horrors
within their patients. Given such a somber state of affairs, what does play and creativity have to do with
psychotherapy?
From an evolutionary perspective, play became highlighted in the mammalian brain in service of open
growth and flexible adaptation to ever-changing environmental conditions. Through play, young children
learn the roles, rules, and relationships of culture, while expanding their window of tolerance for a wide
range of emotions—areas that overlap tremendously with the domain of psychotherapy. Through play,
children push to their very edges of what is tolerable and understandable as they wrestle, spin, twirl, hurl,
and leap into novel states of mind. Certainly, novel experiences are necessary for change within psychotherapy. Apart from other mammals, children’s play is uniquely characterized by imagination—an important aspect of the psychotherapeutic process that has been historically overlooked and theoretically undervalued. When lost in the fun and pleasure of a moment in play, children explore novel forms of thought,
speech, action, and social interaction. Meanwhile, novel response is the hallmark of full engagement and
healthy adaptation within psychotherapy.
Both developmentally and within psychotherapy, play that engages creative imagination represents a
safe way to experiment with people, objects, concepts, and culture at the very edges of being and becoming. Carl Rogers (1954) was a pioneer of psychotherapy in the middle of the last century who recognized
the need for open, flexible minds. In his pearl of an essay, “Toward a Theory of Creativity,” he asserts presciently:
In a time when knowledge, constructive and destructive, is advancing by the most incredible leaps and
bounds . . . genuinely creative adaptation seems to represent the only possibility that man can keep
abreast of the kaleidoscopic change in his world. . . . Unless man can make new and original adaptations
to his environment as rapidly as his science can change the environment, our culture will perish. Not
only individual maladjustment and group tension, but international annihilation will be the price we pay
for a lack of creativity. (p. 250)

www.neuropsychotherapist.com
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Rogers defined the creative process as “the
emergence in action of a novel relational product,
growing out of the uniqueness of the individual on
the one hand, and the materials, events, people, or
circumstances of his life on the other” (1954, p. 251).
By not restricting creativity to some particular content, his definition includes ordinary activities like
discovering new sauces in the kitchen, or finding a
clever new technique to communicate in our offices
or to students in the classroom. Scholars often distinguish between “Creativity” with a big “C” versus
“creativity” with a little “c.” The big “C” variety is
reserved for geniuses and savants who make major
discoveries in science or who usher in new forms in
art. The little “c” variety involves the creativity of
everyday life, which includes micro-acts of novelty,
spontaneity, humor, and improvisation that help
each moment to sparkle and each day to stand out
from the last.

heart and soul of what all psychotherapists engage
in, or perhaps should engage in doing!

Awakening Clinical Intuition:
Creativity and Play
Terry Marks-Tarlow
In their classic text, Kluckholm and Murray (1953)
assert that each person is simultaneously “like all
others”, “like some others”, and “like no others”.
We each resemble all others in how our mind/body/
brains are wired and in facing the same laws of
nature and basic existential conditions of life. We
resemble some others by being inherently social
creatures who participate in collective activities
and social groups, as defined by culture, ethnicity,

In so many ways, play and creativity speak to the heart
and soul of what all psychotherapists engage in,
or perhaps should engage in doing!
When patients enter psychotherapy for trauma,
the therapeutic process frequently involves the
reduction of negative symptoms, including crisis
resolution. Psychotherapists privileged enough
to extend treatment beyond the short term often
enter more positive realms of deep connection
and personal growth, which is where new unfoldings of personality become possible. Perhaps the
most important little “c” type of creativity involves
the creation of one’s self throughout the lifespan.
Within psychotherapy, the task of self-creation and
the co-construction of the self, become emergent
relational processes. A playful attitude in therapists
promotes an atmosphere of safety, support, and
nonjudgment for patients and sets the foundation
for novel response and creative shifts. Simultaneously, a playful attitude helps therapists to stay curious and engaged, which protects them from burnout and empathy fatigue.
In so many ways, play and creativity speak to the

14
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attachment style, sexual orientation, religious affiliation, etc. We resemble no others in how our many
facets combine uniquely into precise developmental and family histories plus life trajectories.
When Kluckholm and Murray’s formulation is applied to the enterprise of psychotherapy, being like
all others leads researchers to conduct outcome
studies in search of universal factors. Candidates include the quality of the therapeutic alliance (Geller
& Greenberg, 2002; Messer & Wampold, 2002) and
memory reconsolidation, by which newly updated
associations replace outdated, traumatic, or dysfunctional memories (Lane, Ryan, Nadel, & Greenberg, 2015). These pan-theoretical factors cross-cut
all schools, orientations, and modalities of psychotherapy.
Within psychotherapy, our resemblance to some
others highlights the issue of diversity. True empathy mandates psychotherapists to understand the
Vol 6 Issue 3, March 2018

social, cultural, and historical frames of reference of
the people with whom we work. Meanwhile, symptom-focused approaches to treatments classify
people into groups based on genetic factors and diagnostic categories. Whether people are grouped in
terms of heritage, habits, or symptom clusters, no
matter how sensitively this is done, psychotherapy
necessarily proceeds according to generalizations,
broad formulations, and/or prefabricated treatment techniques.
It is Kluckholm and Murray’s assertion that each
individual resembles no other that invokes the realm
of clinical intuition. In order for therapists to attend
to the unique dynamics of this person, in this moment, given this attachment history, in this era, we
must operate on the micro-scale of Daniel Stern’s
(2004) “now” moments. This is where the minuteto-minute expression of who we are determines the
precise dynamics and interpersonal chemistry of
the dyad. Only through clinical intuition can bodybased perception tune into those tiny shifts in emotion, energy, posture, and information that fly back
and forth across the room, often under the radar of
conscious awareness. The purpose of this chapter is
to explore the creativity and play of clinical intuition
as it emerges in the realm of the unique.

bracket off past learning while laying future agendas aside. In this way, the science of clinical practice
blends with the art of its timing through an unpredictable and present-centered dance of leading and
following.
Implicit Knowing
Within talk therapy, attunement relates less to
the content of speech, or what we say, and more to
the processes of speech, or how we say it—tone and
rhythm of voice (prosody), posture, body movements, facial expression, and eye gaze. These paralinguistic vocal, visual, facial, and postural cues are
all part of the implicit relational knowing (LyonsRuth, 1998; Seligman, 2012), the primary form of
learning and memory a baby uses during the first
two years of life, guided primarily by right-brain
processes (Schore, 2010, 2011).

Implicit knowledge involves emotional, relational, and body-based experiences that precede laterdeveloping, explicit, cognitive, and verbal faculties.
Implicit processes shape Bowlby’s internal working
models, helping us to form social expectations that
determine relational openness or defensiveness
and color the emotional tone of ongoing experience. I speculate that implicit learning and memory
also account for the quality and landscape of repetiTuning in Through Clinical Intuition
tive dreams throughout life (Marks-Tarlow, 2012a,
I define clinical intuition as the capacity to reg- 2014b).
ister and respond to interpersonal patterns in healWhether psychotherapists work with children or
ing and growth-facilitating contexts (Marks-Tarlow, adults, in order to pick up on these tiny, multimodal,
2012a, 2014). Clinical intuition requires attuned re- implicit cues, context is everything. Both during earsponse though which psychotherapists become an- ly development and within psychotherapy, the full
chored enough in their own bodies and perception context is always too complex for any complete verto fully open their eyes, ears, hearts, and even souls bal description or future prediction. This is one reawithout preconception. This is how we operate with son why parental and clinical intuition take on such
full presence and authenticity, from the inside out, significance and how-to books pale by comparison.
grounded within our own sensibilities, emotional Only through nonverbal, intuitive channels can we
experiences, and unique perspective.
register the full spectrum of interpersonal data, by
Whereas clinical theory offers abstractions that
exist outside experiential realms, clinical intuition
operates spontaneously, as a fresh response to a
lived moment. No matter how many books we may
read, workshops we may attend, or supervisions we
may absorb, in the heat and heart of the clinical moment, we must put all of this aside. We render each
moment both sacred and new partly by learning to
www.neuropsychotherapist.com

drawing upon immediate sensory, emotional, and
imaginal cues (Marks-Tarlow, 2012a, 2014a).
Because clinical intuition responds to nuance
implicitly and subcortically, this is a fully embodied
mode of perceiving, relating, and responding. In
contrast to explicit levels of processing (e.g., thinking, analyzing, deciding), implicit responses are fastacting and effortless; they operate automatically, in
The Neuropsychotherapist
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context, beneath the level of conscious awareness
(Claxton, 1997). Implicit relational knowing draws
more upon the right brain’s deep connection to the
stress and emotion-regulating aspects of the autonomic nervous system (Schore, 2010, 2011). The
importance of implicit relational learning to psychotherapy also has been underscored by clinical
theorists like Daniel Stern (1985, 2004), members
of the Boston Change Process Study Group (2008),
and infant researcher Beatrice Beebe (Beebe et al.,
2010; Beebe, Lachmann, Markese, & Bahrick, 2012).
Beebe documents how tiny contingent moments of
discordance or synchrony between caretakers and
infants affect future attachment status.
Due to the primacy of this mode during psychotherapy, I assert that clinical intuition is what fills
the gap between theory and practice (Marks-Tarlow, 2012a, 2014a, 2014b). Where theory is static,
intuition is alive. Where theory exists outside of real
time, intuition involves immersion within lived mo-

ments. When clinicians become immersed in this
fashion, we often attain states of flow (Csíkszentmihályi, 1990, 1996) with our patients. When in a
state of flow, therapists get caught up in the throes
of implicit processes as intuitively guided. This is
the realm of intersubjectivity, where self and other
become physiologically and psychologically, if not
spiritually, entwined (see Marks-Tarlow, 2008a).
Here, there may be emotional challenge, yet often
little sense of effort. As therapists and patients ride
the waves of interrelatedness, it becomes easy to
find smooth rhythms of exchange. Time flies by.
Psychotherapy can take on an all-enveloping quality of wholeness. This sometimes feels like a dance
where exquisitely coordinated movements are choreographed by no one and both people at once (see
Figure 1). Or, verbal flows may feel like poetry in
motion or a song of syncopated call and response.
When psychotherapists are lucky enough to spend
long periods intuitively immersed, despite intense,

Figure 1. The Dance of Psychotherapy. (Courtesy of Terry Marks-Tarlow)
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often negative emotional involvement, they can
nonetheless leave work feeling energized and refreshed. Amid deep intuitive engagement, the relationship itself becomes vitalizing, pulling each person along, ideally nudging both into spontaneous,
unexpected places.
Because of the effortless, non-conscious way that
clinical intuition operates, it becomes all too easy to
overlook its importance in graduate and postgraduate training programs. Yet, with the current emphasis on empirically validated methods, if clinical
intuition proves to be the most authentic and healing form of contact, I wish to boldly assert that it
may be unethical not to pay attention to intuition

Within the enterprise of psychotherapy, clinical intuition appears to be a necessary, though not
sufficient, condition for change. Intuitively attuned
response provides the safety to release defensive
stances in service of emotional risk-taking and novel
exploration. The change extends in both directions.
As our patients heal and grow through connecting
to and trusting their own intuitive foundations, we
therapists grow and heal alongside them. The personal and interpersonal growth involved keeps us
fresh over many years, arising as a natural byproduct of deep and meaning-filled connection with
other human beings.

...it may be unethical not to pay attention to intuition
as a vital dimension of clinical education.
as a vital dimension of clinical education. The issue
is of crucial significance because clinical intuition
appears necessary to fully tune into the uniqueness
of each person and moment. The topic has hitherto
received little formal attention because of the invisibility of its workings, its association with unscientific processes, as well as the difficulty of measuring
its action.
Fortunately, all of these conditions are now shifting due to the burgeoning field of interpersonal
neurobiology (e.g., Badenoch, 2008; Cozolino,
2002, 2006; Hill, 2015; Schore, 2003a, 2003b; Siegel,
1999). This field deepens understanding of how relational exchanges tune the bodies, minds, brains,
and spirits of individuals. Exciting advances in brain
imaging increase capacity to measure two mind/
body/brains in real-time interaction with one another (Babiloni & Astolfi, 2012; Dumas, Lachat, Martinerie, Nadel, & George, 2011). Much like clinical theory has moved form a one-person to a two-person
psychology, clinical neurology is currently enjoying
a similar revolution in perspective (Schilbach et al.,
2013). We rapidly approach the day when the holistic workings of clinical intuition can be measured in
real-life contexts.
www.neuropsychotherapist.com

In Pursuit of Novelty
All factors considered, clinical intuition is the primary mode of response in psychotherapy for multiple reasons. Because clinical work deals with high
levels of complexity, it is important to consider the
full context. It is better for ideas to emerge from
observations and direct experience, rather than to
walk into the room with a preset theory or set of
ideas, in search of supporting evidence. Despite
operating with ambiguous information, conditions
of uncertainty, and emotional urgency, we must
detect what is most salient in hopes of stimulating
and exploring novel territory. This is a creative act,
and with respect to novelty, the right brain is foundational.
Because division of labor across the two sides of
the brain is quite ancient, an evolutionary perspective is informative. Brain lateralization extends back
more than 500 million years to early vertebrate development, long before the appearance of warmblooded animals (MacNeilage, Rogers, & Vallortigara, 2009; see Figure 2). In reptiles and birds, the
left side of the brain became specialized for tasks
that are routine, such as eating a meal or building a
nest. By contrast, the right side of the brain became
The Neuropsychotherapist
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specialized for tasks that involve novelty, such as stumble upon something new.
detecting danger or seeking shelter.
With respect to clinical concerns, this distinction
between hemispheres based on novel versus routine
concerns broadens our context for understanding
why intuition is so important during psychotherapy.
In order to effect deep change, both therapists and
patients must be open to what is new, which is inherently the domain of the right brain. Whereas the
left brain can help people analyze problems, spell
out choices, or make conscious predictions about
what might come next, only the right side carries
the creative capacity for something entirely novel,
spontaneous, or unpredictable to emerge. Herein
lies the importance of interpersonal creativity, including Philip Bromberg’s (2003) concept of “safe
surprises” (see Figure 3) by which the therapist/patient pair can break through old stale patterns to

Be Your Self
With his wry and characteristic humor, Oscar
Wilde wryly suggests, “Be yourself: everyone else
is already taken” (see Figure 4). Indeed, when we
dedicate ourselves to discovering and expressing
our true selves, we tap into our potential for unique
self-expression. As mentioned, if we wish to be effective in helping others toward deep transformation, we must honor our own uniqueness as a precondition for honoring the uniqueness of patients.
Herein lies the danger of charismatic teachers and
manualized treatment approaches. When psychotherapists aspire to copy the style of someone they
admire greatly, they run the risk of projecting a
false self or of violating their own integrity—not in

Figure 2. Right Brain is Specialized for Novelty. (Courtesy of Terry Marks-Tarlow)
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Figure 3. Safe Surprises. (Courtesy of Terry Marks-Tarlow)
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the sense of acting immorally, but more by failing to
honor themselves fully, as an integral whole. Likewise, when therapists slavishly follow pre-scripted
formulations such as appear in manuals, they run
the risk of tuning out both self and other and rendering themselves robotic in the process.
Given that each practitioner’s genetics, history,
and developmental experience is highly individualized, it is no surprise that each clinician also sports
his or her own highly individualized, intuitive repertoire. Whether emerging in the form of ashes,
hunches, or gut feelings, radical uniqueness holds
true both for ordinary levels of attuned response, as
discussed so far, as well as for more extraordinary
forms of knowing (Mayer, 2007). Here is a clinical
tale of extraordinary knowing that appears in my
book on clinical intuition (Marks-Tarlow, 2012a). A
female psychoanalyst picked up a male patient in
the waiting room. The man proceeded the therapist
down a long hall toward the office and then turned

the corner, out of sight. As he sat down in his usual
chair, the patient let out a long sigh that sparked
the therapist’s sudden concern, “Uh-oh! I hope he
doesn’t need CPR.” The therapist then rounded the
corner, entered the office, and sat down in her usual
chair. Immediately, the patient relayed a horrendous tale from the week before. He had been playing basketball with his best friend. Suddenly, the
friend fell to the floor unconscious, needed CPR, but
wound up dying shortly thereafter.
The psychoanalyst was astounded. In advance
of the story, how did she pick up on such a central
thread in the patient’s narrative? While it may never
be possible to know exactly how this happened, research from critical care nursing (Cioffi, 1997; Effkin,
2001; King & Appleton, 1997; Rew & Barron, 1987)
reveals that clinical intuition is the most effective
mode of response under conditions of emergency
and high arousal.

Figure 4. Be Yourself. (Courtesy of Terry Marks-Tarlow)
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It is my experience that most psychotherapists
have at least one remarkable war story such as this
one. Many of us keep these stories private, if not secret, for fear of judgment or disbelief. Nonetheless,
the more seminal the moment, the higher the emotional intensity, and the greater our capacity to tune
into invisible strings that continually interconnect
the minds, brains, and bodies of people we love and
care for. Dangerous, fearful circumstances appear
to heighten receptivity, as communicated through
body-to-body channels. In a carefully controlled
study whose title begins, “Feeling the Future”, social psychologist Daryl Bem (2011) claims to have
proved something quite remarkable. With respect
to survival-related cues, like sex and violence, our
bodies implicitly may possess the precognitive capacity to tune into information that does not yet
exist.

who reports hearing music as an ongoing, almost
continuous backdrop during psychotherapy. Ominous music might signal a sense of emotional danger, while joyful tones appear to signal an intimate
moment or recognition of progress achieved. No
matter how individualized our intuitive repertoire
might be, all clinicians share in common the understanding that intuition originates in the implicit,
rather than the explicit realm, grounded in immediate, concrete sensory and emotional experiences
that inform higher symbolic capacities.
The Art of Psychotherapy
The art of psychotherapy has always stood in
counterpoint to its science. Whereas the science
remains behind the scenes in the form of theories,
books, and formal lessons, the art shows up particu-

...all clinicians share in common the understanding
that intuition originates in the implicit,
rather than the explicit realm,
grounded in immediate, concrete sensory
and emotional experiences that
inform higher symbolic capacities.
larly in the timing of interventions. When to come
forward with a remark and when to step back with
respectful silence? Where do we place our attention and focus from among the myriad of possible
aspects? Should we attend to the words a patient
speaks? The way she slumps in the chair? Her breaks
in eye contact? The fit of an association flooding our
minds as we listen? The grumble in our stomachs
when our bodies speak as loudly as our mouths? The
art of psychotherapy is evident within all of these
micro-second decisions about what is most salient
and worthy of attention. To wade through a mountain of details is to sculpt a response. By whittling
At times, our intuitive repertoire appears not through the mounds of possibilities, we remain ever
only to be unique, but also downright idiosyncratic. in search of truth, beauty, and even moral goodness
One clinical psychologist I know is also a musician
Extraordinary knowing aside, for one psychotherapist, an intuitive moment arrives as a flash of
insight—an image or visual capacity to “see” an interpersonal pattern in a way that conveys new understanding or meaning. For another practitioner,
clinical intuition may take the form of a hunch, a
cognitive sense of knowing that arrives fully fleshedout, as if out of nowhere. As with the female psychoanalyst above, a sense of concern or certainty
might surround information that is invisible to the
naked eye or seemingly beyond the scope of one’s
reach.
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in relational patterns.

Wild Woman was riveted to looking outwards, as
Psychotherapy has been likened to musical or she longed for freedom.
theater improvisation (e.g., Ringstrom, 2001), by
In the months that ensued, Charlotte and I reothers to a dance in the unconscious (e.g., Knafo, turned to this image over and over again. As we did
2012), and still others to poetry in motion (e.g., so, the image itself began to morph. By working
Kurtz, 1989). Both art and psychotherapy revolve with its content and themes repeatedly, Charlotte
around making meaning. Dissanayake (2000) views could utilize the visual metaphor productively. Then
art as an act of intimacy that begins in mother and one day, in a sudden and unexpected act of imagichild interactions. Over the course of human his- nation, the Wild Woman found a way out of her imtory art making comes from and creates emotional prisoned state of mind/body/spirit. Instead of reresponses in the maker. Therapeutic art is a form maining riveted to the bars at the front of the cage,
of elaboration. Meaning is both found and made the Wild Woman shifted her gaze, turned around,
through physical means, hands-on involvement, and walked instead toward the back of the cage.
and cognitive operations. The function of the arts is Here she discovered an open door, which held no
to “make the ordinary special” as an effort to organ- lock and had always been open.
ize emotional, behavioral, and cognitive responses
Simply by turning toward her back body, which
to experience (Carmic, 2007). One way we make the in yoga lore represents the unconscious, Charlotte
ordinary special in clinical work is by weaving a nar- could consider the cage from all angles. This more
rative that helps to mythologize the journeys of our complex, higher dimensional view represented a
patients.
path toward freedom. Through the transformative
Artistic process is a way of knowing through
imagery and metaphor. Therapists actively create
unique metaphors using empathy and mental models as we weave our narratives. Whether originating
out of empathic attunement in the therapist or out
of the safety to bring form to otherwise wordless
realms, metaphors offer new possibilities for client and therapist to consider (Marks-Tarlow, 2008a,
2012a, 2014a; Sfregola, 2013).

power of imagery, Charlotte discovered that the
Wild Woman’s imprisonment had been but illusion
born of a limited perspective. As she and I continued to work with the image, the Wild Woman slowly
emerged from her cage, timidly at first. But eventually, the Wild Woman opened her wings and took
flight.
I was inspired to draw the image of the Wild
Woman after this sequence had fully manifested.
Charlotte loved the drawing, which now hangs in
her house. In the decade or more since, I have found
that many other people, especially women, feel
intuitively drawn to the image, expressing how it
moves them. One had recovered from brain cancer,
another from sexual abuse, and a third from domestic violence. I am convinced that the entire clinical
story vibrates and emanates from the image.

As a case example of the power of metaphor, not
just to illustrate, but also to heal, the Wild Woman,
depicted in Figure 5 on the next page, arose spontaneously as a visual metaphor during a psychotherapy session (Marks-Tarlow, 2008a). The patient,
previously given the pseudonym Charlotte, had a
narcissistic mother and suffered from fibromyalgia.
This left Charlotte feeling trapped—in her own body
as well as in her mother’s psyche. On the day when
The case of Charlotte illustrates Daniel Stern’s
the Wild Woman emerged as a symbol, we were (1985) claim that the key challenge in psychotheradiscussing the problem of Charlotte’s stifled vitality py is to find the central metaphor that captures the
and creativity, unable to find outer expression.
whole of things. This is the centerpiece of the work;
When the image of this fairy-like creature first from there the rest will follow. The case of Charlotte
arose, all the Wild Woman could do was to hold also illustrates a key ingredient of imagination as
onto the bars of her cage, peer outside, and feel the it manifests through metaphor: the very same imdespair of entrapment. This image, as later drawn age that initially illustrates the problem often later
by her therapist, illustrates nonverbally how stuck serves to illuminate the solution. This dynamic state
Charlotte felt by the appearance of things, at the of affairs attests to the healing power of spontanefront of the cage. The viewer can also see how the ous imagery.
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Figure 5. The Wild Woman. (Courtesy of Terry Marks-Tarlow)

Play therapists are well aware of the intrinsic,
healing power of emergent symbols. Often, they
feel little need to interpret or even translate the
play process into words. Instead, their mission is
to follow a child’s lead in representing and working
with stuck emotional places though the play of imagination.

A few theorists, including Arnold Modell (2003) and
this author (Marks-Tarlow, 2012a, 2014a) highlight
the central role that imagination plays during healing and trauma resolution within psychotherapy, a
topic that has been largely underemphasized.
In a primitive way, imagination is wired into the
body of even the most elementary creature. Here
it exists in the forms of intentionality and anticipation (Brentano, 1874/1995; Freeman, 1999), which
hold even at the level of a single cell operating well
beneath the threshold of consciousness. Freeman’s
lab studied the olfactory lobe of rabbits and found
that previous exposure to a particular smell changes
how single cells respond to re-exposure to the same
stimulus, but only if the stimulus carries meaning to
the animal. At its most primitive level, organisms
are forward-looking creatures who are moved by
anticipating the future.

A common goal of psychotherapy is a creative
one: to assist a client to make new choices and
changes which are adaptive and enriching. Both
in the production of central metaphors and in how
they infuse the body and direction in life, creative
process is inherent in psychotherapy. It involves
the play of innovation and adaptability on the part
of the therapist and patient alike. It involves how
the work becomes tailored to each unique dyad.
The therapist uses metaphor and imagination as “a
painter uses a palette, to create something that is
both unique from, and similar to, all of his/her other
From the perspective of neurobiology, we now
paintings” (Sfregola, 2013, p. 12).
know that the same brain circuitry that underlies

Both in the production of central metaphors and in how
they infuse the body and direction in life,
creative process is inherent in psychotherapy.
The Importance of Imagination
Humans are genetically linked to the rest of nature to a surprising degree: we share 18% of our
genes with baker’s yeast, 47% with a fruit , and 90%
with a chimpanzee (Zimmer, 2013). One by one, all
scientific attempts to divide Homo sapiens from our
animal relatives have failed. Candidate distinctions
include: tool use, language, grammar, symbolic
thought, problem-solving, self-awareness, and
even an understanding of death. Fuzzy boundaries
separate humans from other animals in all respects.
Nonetheless, in a less formal way, the breadth and
depth of the human imagination does represent the
pinnacle of evolutionary complexity. Through inner channels of representation, humans see deeply
through the eyes of others, travel extensively back
into the past, are able to anticipate long-term future
consequences, plus visit entirely imaginary places.
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perception in the present moment also underlies
imagination, including the capacity to project ourselves into the future (Addis, Wong, & Schacter,
2007). At the global level of the whole person, the
capacity to envision a future that is different from
the past is the essence of resilience and a key ingredient that differentiates healthy from traumatic responses to challenging life events.
Although not the typical perspective, many psychological symptoms can be interpreted as deficits in imagination (Marks-Tarlow, 2012a, 2014a).
Depression represents an underactive imagination
that is inhibited and unable to conceive of an open
future that is brighter than the bleak, closed sense
of the present. Anxiety represents an overactive
imagination borne of a defensive and fixed gaze toward the future. Instead of relaxing into self-trust
that surrounds inevitable uncertainties and ambiguities of life, people with anxiety disorders seize
Vol 6 Issue 3, March 2018

upon the imagination as an attempted protection prepare us for the future (Klein, 2013). Effective psyagainst the unknown.
chotherapy takes imagination, which is the highest
As psychotherapists, imaginative capacities that symbolic realm of a forward-looking arc that helps
emerge from intuitive foundations form a critical to organize our minds, bodies, and relationships.
part of our clinical repertoire (Marks-Tarlow, 2012a, Every time a therapist plays creatively through the
2014a, 2014b). Imagination is at the foundation of art of practice, he or she strengthens a muscle that
empathy, which according to Decety (Decety & Ick- is critical in many respects. A therapist’s creativity is
es, 2009) has two separate aspects: one inborn and intrinsically healing, not just to ourselves, but also
affective, the other later developing and cognitive. to our patients.
The affective dimension of empathy involves emo-

A therapist’s creativity is intrinsically healing,
not just to ourselves, but also to our patients.
tional resonance. When we see a person in distress,
it is natural to feel a bit of distress ourselves. This
is why babies so easily cry when they hear another
baby cry. The cognitive dimension of empathy involves perceiving the world through another person’s eyes. This skill of mental rotation is an act of
imagination that develops fully around age four or
five. As therapists, it is the cognitive side of empathy that protects us from compassion fatigue and
caregiver burnout. Through imagination, not only
do we perceive where another person stands, but
we also perceive where we stand in relation to the
other, which includes all the differences between
self and other.
As psychotherapists, along with empathy, we
employ imagination as a vehicle for traveling beyond the present moment. For example, in response to a depressed patient’s hopelessness, the
therapist’s capacity to imagine an open and different future for that person is an important service.
By holding hope in the face of another’s hopelessness, we allow patients to “lean into” our open perspectives until enough support, insight, and wisdom
becomes internalized and supported. These are but
two of many ways the psychotherapist’s imagination serves to interactively regulate.
That the same brain circuitry underlies memory,
ongoing experience, and imagination makes sense
in an evolutionary context. The brain is designed
to look forward. Ironically, the function of memory
appears less to remember the past so much as to
www.neuropsychotherapist.com

A Play Model of Healing and Growth
Creativity emerges developmentally and evolutionarily through play. As emphasized by Panksepp
(1998, 2012), PLAY is one of seven emotional/motivational circuits Panksepp identifies that is shared by
all social mammals. Because play is essential to socialization, critical windows exist for the rough-andtumble variety, prompting groups of youngsters to
romp, roam, and wrestle together. Play assures the
formation of peer bonds and social hierarchies. Play
also affords opportunities to practice skills that are
essential for adult life, like running, jumping, climbing, and fighting (Pellis & Pellis, 2010).
In humans, rupture and repair has been identified
as the cornerstone for building trust (e.g., Safran,
Muran, & Eubanks-Carter, 2011). Researchers (Bekoff, 2004; Bekoff & Pierce, 2009) have even identified a rupture-and-repair sequence during animal
play, which they speculate indicates the evolutionary origins of morality. Rupture and repair enters
into canine play in the wild as follows. A play bow
(high rump, low head and forepaws) initiates an invitation to play. If an animal plays too hard by using excessive biting or other forms of aggression, all
play will stop. The offender must then “apologize”
by again adopting the play bow; only then can play
resume. If this sequence happens too often without proper curbs to the aggression, eventually the
offender will be expelled from the pack. Because a
lone canine is much more likely to die in the wild,
play among animals is indeed serious business.
The Neuropsychotherapist
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In human children, play is central to growth and
general health, with its critical window extending
well beyond early childhood, right into adulthood.
Play is often considered the “work” of childhood, as
babies and toddlers practice adult roles and rules,
learn to take risks and tolerate pain, and so expand
the range of affect tolerance (Davies, 1997; Denzin,
2005; Garvey, 1977; Henricks, 2006; Nicolopoulou,
2005; Smilansky, 1990; Sutton-Smith, 1979, 1997).
Unlike other mammals, fantasy and symbolic and
imaginative play adds to the human repertoire
(Connolly & Doyle, 1984; Singer & Singer, 1990).
Through the free play of imagination (see Figure
6), children explore social roles and rules from the
inside-out. Through fantasy play, I have speculated
that first children become oriented in social space,
in such a way that equips them later to navigate

their social worlds according to inner dictates and
intuitive faculties versus outside pressures and external authorities (Marks-Tarlow, 2012a, 2012b).
It appears that play represents the cutting edge of
cognitive, emotional, social, and behavioral growth
in all animals. Within psychotherapy, a playful attitude, both on the part of therapist and patient, affords the positive spectrum of feelings (see Figure
7), as well as the motivation, energy, and curiosity
to expand and grow, conditions that hold no matter
how serious the explicit content. A trauma model
of psychotherapy upholds rupture and repair as the
cornerstone of relational work, by providing corrective emotional experiences, instilling trust and new
expectations plus a sense of resiliency surrounding
ties to others. Indeed, no therapist is perfect, and
misattuned responses are inevitable. As I under-

Figure 6. Free Play. (Courtesy of Terry Marks-Tarlow)
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stand the process, trauma resolution and memory
reconsolidation occur through rupture and repair,
which brings the therapeutic dyad back to homeostatic balance. Then, from the solid foundation of
mutual trust, it becomes possible to risk growth and
experiment with novelty, and this occurs primarily
through mutual play as intuitively guided.
The importance of play to psychotherapy has
been emphasized by a few clinical theorists (e.g.,
Meares, 2005; Winnicott, 1971). Generally, however, both play and imagination remain underemphasized factors. Perhaps life-and-death concerns
cause clinical work to feel like serious business. But
at implicit levels of social exchange, I suggest that
play universally constitutes the deep structure of
open-ended psychotherapy, with hide-and-seek
the prototypical game of psychotherapy (MarksTarlow, 2012a, 2012b, 2015). Patients hide from
therapists, sometimes wittingly through lying or
omissions, often unwittingly through shame and
defenses against intimacy.

Integrating Personal Idiosyncrasies
As a clinical psychologist, author, editor, librettist, curator, and artist (Marks- Tarlow, 2013; MarksTarlow & McCrory, 2014, 2015), one crucial way I
tap into my own uniqueness is through illustrating
clinical concepts (as shown in the Figures here).
Throughout my early life I wrestled heavily with my
own creativity. I loved to draw, yet didn’t consider
myself talented enough to tack on creativity as part
of my identity, much less imagine myself to be an
artist. Happily, after leaving art behind in my youth,
I circled back round to it by necessity after becoming fascinated with nonlinear science, in particular
chaos theory, complexity theory, and fractal geometry (Marks- Tarlow, 2008a, 2008b). I became transfixed with applying these visual areas of science and
math to clinical concepts. Yet no images existed for
what I needed, so I started producing them for myself.

Patients also hide from themselves, through
self-deception, denial, and other internal defenses.
Therapists hide from patients as well, and we all
have blind spots and dissociative gaps that cause
us to hide from ourselves. As a result, these implicit
dynamics can get quite complicated and multilayered, with rules and games that morph along with
shifting emotional stakes. The play of psychotherapy sets the timing for emotional revelation, while
establishing rhythms of engagement and disengagement that operate quite independently of any
explicit content.
Playful exchanges often take the form of humor.
The dark side of humor has been long recognized
(Kubie, 1971). Especially in the form of sarcasm, humor during psychotherapy holds great potential to
belittle and shame, or serve as a defense against
intimacy. Yet, its positive uses have also been welldocumented (e.g., Marks-Tarlow, 2012a; Sands,
1984; Saper, 1988). Humor can serve as social glue,
by signaling bids for contact and providing running
commentary on the nature of the therapeutic bond.
Humor is just one arena where each therapist playfully and often unwittingly inserts his or her idiosyncratic style of creativity.
Figure 7. Glee! (Courtesy of Terry Marks-Tarlow)
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The more I created my own drawings, the more
doi:10.1016/j.neubiorev.2012.07.006
I appreciated and even cherished my imagination. I Badenoch, B. (2008). Being a brain-wise therapist: A
realized the value of my art was not in some egoistic
practical guide to interpersonal neurobiology. New
display of technical skill or burst of prodigious talYork, NY: Norton.
ent. Instead, I started to conceive of my drawings Beebe, B., Jaffe, J., Markese, S., Buck, K., Chen, H., Cohen,
P., . . . Feldstein, S. (2010). The origins of 12-month atas a special form of communication—what Allan
tachment: A microanalysis of 4-month mother-infant
Schore might call right-brain to right-brain commuinteraction. Attachment & Human Development, 12,
nication. During the UCLA conference giving rise to
3–141. doi:10.1080/14616730903338985
this book, Bessel van der Kolk challenged the sciBeebe, B., Lachmann, F., Markese, S., & Bahrick, L.
entific validity of this notion of right-brain to right(2012). On the origins of disorganized attachment
brain communication. While its empirical validation
and internal working models: Paper I. A dyadic sysmay remain controversial, I find this concept invalutems approach. Psychoanalytic Dialogues, 22, 253–
able at the level of metaphor.
272.
In one way, my drawings seem to function like
dreams, which also are right-lateralized (Scola,
2011). Alongside drawing images produced by patients, I have also drawn my own dreams. A significant one from childhood appears in Figure 8. I
dreamt that the Statue of Liberty was a monsterlike figure tramping from New York City across state
lines toward my home in New Jersey in order to
“get” me. I return to this dream again and again in
order to milk new meaning. At times I have viewed
the statue as a threatening, bivalent symbol of my
mother, my freedom, as well as my own creativity.
Much the way dreams do, visual images lie close
to primitive realms of the unconscious. They often
correspond to early developmental periods as well
as preverbal self-states. They are powerful partly
because visual representations and other products
of imagination bypass the explicit realm of words.
Images are experience-near. They touch upon real
perception rather than abstract thought. Partly
for this reason, images travel straight to the heart,
while creativity, intuition, and play supply invaluable coins to the emotional currency of the therapeutic alliance.
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How Emotions are Made, The Secret
Life of the Brain
by Lisa Feldman Barrett,
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company, New York, 2017,
425 pages, illustrated, Hardcover, ISBN 978-0-544-1331-0

Review by Gunnel Minett

Believing is Feeling
Normally, we would probably say “feeling is believing”, but there is no mistake in the headline. In
How Emotions are Made: The Secret Life of the Brain
(2017), Lisa Feldman Barrett presents a new understanding of emotions that turns our most common,
“classical” understanding of emotions on its head.
In the words of the author, the classical view of
emotions is that they are inherent, or inbuilt:
We all have emotions built in from birth. They
are distinct, recognizable phenomena inside us.
When something happens in the world, whether
it’s a gunshot or a flirtatious glance, our emotions
come on quickly and automatically as if someone
has flipped a switch. We broadcast emotions on
our faces by way of smiles, frowns, scowls, and
other characteristic expressions that anyone can
easily recognize. (p. x)
But, rather than searching for inbuilt areas in the
brain where our different emotions are based, the
author argues that we need to see emotions as constructed in the moment by a number of core systems interacting across the whole brain. She writes:
Emotions are not actions to the world. You are
not a passive receiver of sensory input but an active constructor of your emotions. From sensory
input and past experience, your brain constructs
meaning and prescribes action. If you didn’t have
concepts that represent your past experience,
all your sensory inputs would just be noise. You
wouldn’t know what the sensations are, what
caused them, nor how to behave to deal with
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them. With concepts, your brain makes meaning
of sensation, and sometimes that meaning is an
emotion. (p. 31)
Even if it feels counterintuitive to see our emotions as constructions, science is gradually proving
to us that the classical view of emotions is not correct. One reason we may struggle to accept this is
that, from Plato on, the most common view has
been that emotions are automatic reactions triggered by areas in the brain that are hardwired, and
it remains the most common view in science today:
—that emotions happen to us because we have inbuilt neural systems that get triggered and cause
stereotypical expression. At best we can control
our emotions with rational thoughts and/or willpower. Much in our culture and society is based on
this view. It wasn’t until technologcal developments
made it possible to study the brain in real time that
the classical theories were challenged.
Some studies that brought the classical view into
question were carried out among different tribal
groups living in isolated areas of the world. The
aim of this research was to see if people from these
groups reacted the same way to emotional expressions as human beings in other parts of the world,
given that they had had no contact with humans
outside their own groups. The main finding from
these studies was that there are regional emotional
expressions unique to a particular area or culture.
There are no universal expressions of emotions. But
if emotions were triggered by specific brain areas
the reaction and emotional expression should be
the same for all human beings.
By scanning the brain, the theory of different
brain areas being triggered was equally refuted.
Vol 6 Issue 3, March 2018
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On the contrary, the findings were that even if our
tions and give your sensations meaning. (p. 125)
brains are similar, on a more detailed level each
brain is different. It was also found that even if the
The fact that our brain uses past experiences to
expressed emotions were similar, they could be give us meaning and to guide our actions brings a
caused in different ways in the brain.
whole new meaning to the need to create the best
possible environment for ourselves. In her book,
Feldman Barrett writes:
Feldman Barrett highlights two areas in society—
emotions and illness, and emotions and the law—to
Scientists have known for some time that knowl- illustrate this, and shows how this new understandedge from the past, wired into brain connections, ing of emotions changes the picture drastically. For
creates simulated experiences of the future, such example, if we focus on emotions aiming to create
as imagination. . . . An instance of a concept, as homeostasis, it will be obvious that we should enan entire brain state, is an anticipatory guess sure that hospitals offer an overall positive expeabout how you should act in the present moment rience for patients, since this can influence their
and what your sensations mean. (p. 122)
healing. Meanwhile, the legal framework is heavily
biased towards the classical view of emotions. The
Then, more precisely, she states:
author lists several examples, such as judges and
juries being more lenient after lunch than before,
“Simple pleasant and unpleasant feelings come when they are hungry, and asks how we can tell
from an ongoing process inside you called intero- whether a person “shows remorse” (an important
ception. Interoception is your brain’s representa- aspect for parole boards) if there is no fixed way of
tion of all sensations from your internal organs showing emotions.
and tissues, the hormones in your blood, and
The book also deals with the fact that emotion
your immune system.” (p. 56)
concepts have social reality. We may not see it as
such, but how we perceive everyday reality is closely
So, rather than being a split between body and linked to our emotions—not just that we tend to feel
emotion, or thought and emotion, or different ar- happier when the sun is shining, say, but that the
eas of the brain triggering different emotions, it is a emotions themselves influence our thoughts and
process that involves all parts:
perceptions. Feldman Barrett describes this as having “genes that let our brain develop in the context
Interoception is actually a whole-brain process, of the other brains around you, through culture” (p.
but several regions work together in a special 156). In other words, we influence each other and
way that is critical for interoception. . . . The in- co-create a world that is far less objective and indeteroceptive network issues predictions about pendent than we tend to think—something to pay
your body, tests the resulting simulations against attention to, particularly when it comes to children.
sensory input from your body, and updates your Rather than growing up in a world that is independbrain’s model of your body in the world. (p. 67)
ent of us, they learn from us how to perceive and
react to the world they see as reality.
The conclusion drawn from this is that emotions
We have no real way of measuring the influence
have more in common with other bodily functions of the Internet and other media on our brains and
designed to establish homeostasis in the body. And emotions or how this changes culture. But if we
far from being direct reactions to external stimuli start seeing that to a large extent our emotions are
that we have little control over, emotions are there learnt from culture and society, it is high time we
to assist and help us in our daily lives.
start investigating the real effects. To have constant exposure to news and social media often with
Your brain has a mental model of the world as it a bias towards negative events, not to mention the
will be in the next moment, developed from past increasing stream of violence as entertainment in
experience. This is the phenomenon of making films, may have a bigger impact on our bodies and
meaning from the world and the body using con- minds than we think. Or, as the author points out:
cepts. In every moment, your brain uses past ex- “It takes more than one brain to create a mind” (p.
perience, organized as concept, to guide your ac- 154).
www.neuropsychotherapist.com
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The Psychotherapist’s
Essential Guide to the Brain
The Psychotherapist’s Essential Guide to the Brain is a 147-page, full-colour illustrated
guide for psychotherapists describing the most relevant brain science for today’s mental health professionals. Taken from the best of the series published in The Neuropsychotherapist and completely revised, this book represents an easy-to-read guide for
anyone working in the mental health arena.
“This book presents a thorough and clear introduction to the neuroscience that’s essential to today’s psychotherapist. Matt Dahlitz has done so much with The Neuropsychotherapist journal and
this book takes a next step. It is an excellent resource. It truly is exactly what it says on the cover and
provides engaging discussion on the pathology of oft-encountered disorders and their brain basis
together with insights into how awareness of the neuroscience underpinning effective therapy can
guide a therapist.”
– Amazon UK Reviewer
“Beautifully illustrated and filled with
cutting-edge understanding of the interface
of brain, body, mind, mental illness and
psychotherapy, I can highly recommend this
book.
I feel I am pretty well-versed in neurobiology and yet this book had much to teach
me, from the “default mode” in the brain to
the complexities of approach and avoidance
and the circuits at play in depression and
OCD, I feel I have deepened my understandings of the neurological underpinnings of
mental illness and how to engage these in
psychotherapy. For the most part this book
still remains the kind of reading that only
“brain geeks” can truly love. That being said,
brain amateurs who strive to become brain
geeks will find the beautiful illustrations and
clear explanations very useful guides on their
path.
Dr. Michael Ocana, MD
Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist
Available from Amazon.com - Read the preface here
www.neuropsychotherapist.com
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The Nuntius Nuclei
A New Neuroscience for Curiosity

Richard Hill
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his article proposes that the various nuclei that produce and distribute neurotransmitters throughout the brain are the basis of what has been described
as the “chemical balance” of the brain. These nuclei, as an integrated system, are named the nuntius nuclei. It can be argued that depression is not a chemical imbalance, but rather the perfect balance of chemicals to produce depression.
The feeling of depression is a biomarker of something else that requires attention.
If changing the chemical balance changes affect, then it will be valuable to know
how to change the chemical balance in the most favorable way, in the fastest way.
It is suggested that curiosity activates all the nuntius nuclei and produces the most
beneficial brain state for therapeutic change and learning—a “curious” state of
mind that is beneficial for health and well-being.

First published by Crown House Publishing in
The Practitioners Guide to Mirroring Hands:
A Client-Responsive Therapy That Facilitates Natural Problem-Solving and Mind–Body Healing
by Richard Hill and Ernest Rossi
www.neuropsychotherapist.com
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Basically, I have been compelled by curiosity.
—Mary Leakey, paleoanthropologist (1913–1996)
Therapists and teachers know that interested,
curious clients and students pay attention and learn
more (Berlyne, 1954; Engel, 2013). Stimulating their
curiosity makes the job of therapy and the task of
being a client so much more successful and enjoyable (Borenstein, 2002). Now, new research is establishing some of the neural mechanisms that explain
the connection between curiosity and learning.
Gruber, Gelman and Ranganath (2014) show that
when the brain is in a state of curiosity, learning is
enhanced. They noted that curiosity activated the
dopaminergic regions of the substantia nigra, ventral tegmental area and the nucleus accumbens,
which then showed a functional connectivity with
the hippocampus. They also found that learning is
enhanced not just for the target learning, but for
peripheral and non-related learning, too. The implication is that curiosity creates a brain state that
is primed for learning. From an educational and a
therapeutic perspective, producing a state of curiosity is going to be very beneficial for the client’s
learning experience.
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To facilitate successful therapy, we need the client to be in a receptive and responsive state of brain
and mind; this is beneficial for the therapist as well.
This, of course, is one of the reasons why therapy
is difficult. Someone with depression or anxiety,
or in the throes of painful trauma, has a brain and
mind that is more often closed, defensive, resistant,
avoidant, and insecure. An important part of building rapport is for the therapist to establish trust and
safety and a sense of positive regard. That allows
the client to move toward beneficial change (Herman, 1998). Whatever change might occur, it will
be something that happens at some point in the future. The difficulties are that people get stuck in the
Vol 6 Issue 3, March 2018

past, they can have something to fear or be fearful
of the future, and they can be overwhelmed by the
present. This state is a fracture in the natural flow of
life and can be described as disrupted consciousness.
Changing this state of mind—this state of being—is
often not an easy task.

There is an increasing pressure for science to
provide an evidence base to validate therapy, which
has unfortunately led to an emphasis on reductionist, linear, causal perspectives (de Simone, 2006);
and consequently, research is often limited to single
events or single elements of inquiry. There are good
reasons for this, but the process of integration back
to the whole person can be neglected or considered
too speculative. Specific information certainly has
its place and is vital to differentiating the elements,
but our biology, from limbs to neurons to genes, is a
dynamic, complex, integrated system that operates
in an interplay of activity. Considering the whole being often takes a back seat in the pursuit of single
pieces of information that provide evidence for a
single response—to find the “magic pill”.

TeroVesalainen/Bigstock.com

As therapists, we want to enable people to move
forward with a curious interest to explore possibilities and determine new frameworks for living. Curiosity will facilitate an exploratory mindset (Berlyne,
1950; Dember & Earl, 1957). This needs to occur not
only in their conscious, cognitive state but also in
their non-conscious inner world. To shift into a new
state of being throughout the whole complex system that is our biology, there needs to be more than
just a cognitive rationale, but a reorganization all the
way down to cellular and molecular activity. We are
beginning to understand how new experiences are
encoded in cellular and microbiological structures
in various ways, including in the DNA as epigenetics

(Jaenisch & Bird, 2003) or via the immune system as
acquired or adaptive immunity (Holtmeier & Kabelitz, 2005). Learning is a very important component
of change.
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heart of producing beneficial shifts in mental state?
By drawing together a broad selection of single-domain research, I propose that there is a set of brain
regions that act collectively to create the brainstate of curiosity. They inform other areas of the
brain, especially the midbrain and cortex, through
the regulation of neurotransmitter production and
distribution, to create emergent mental states. It is
not unusual for brain areas to be seen to act as collective systems: the limbic area, the basal ganglia,
and the HPA axis are a few examples that come to
mind. On a broader scale, each cortical lobe (frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital) is described as
Is there a neurobiological system that is at the having a different collective function.

Radist/Bigstock.com

It is vital to know the specific processes of what
happens when neurotransmitters are present in
the brain and their specific functions in relation to
the neuron and the synapse, and this information
will inform this paper in many ways. Equally important, however, is knowing how these specific functions engage in a collective, dynamic process that
emerges as an emotion or behaviour. The “wholism”
I speak of is like a concert performance where it is
not just the individual players, or even that they
are working together, but the emergent symphony
from every member of the orchestra that creates a
“state of being” and the qualia of the experience.
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These brain areas act together in a dynamic in• Endomorphins: are involved in pleasure, pain
terplay that is essential for creating the neurobioreduction, and euphoria.
chemical milieu that is experienced as mental state.
• Oxytocin: promotes positive social interacWithin any dynamic interplay there are always lintion; builds trust; modulates inflammation;
ear, causal, and specific functions, but if we can
increases empathy; modulates fear and anxisuspend linear, left-hemisphere thinking for a moety; increases calmness.
ment, perhaps we can allow ourselves to consider
a system where the state of being we call curiosity
These neurotransmitters and neuropeptides
emerges from the activity of these brain regions as originate in specific subcortical regions. Neurons exan integrated, self-organizing, complex system.
tend out into other subcortical and cortical locations
A curious mental state (Kidd & Hayden, 2015) is as delivery systems, creating the neurobiochemical
milieu that collectively modulates and regulates the
when there is:
neural activity that produces our experiential self.
•
•
•
•
•
•

positive anticipation;
increased focus and attention;
increased arousal;
engaged, “toward” sense of exploration;
reduction in negative affect and fearfulness;
a shift from feeling isolated to interpersonal
relationship;
• a satisfying, euphoric reward at points of resolution, insight or realisation; and
• broader learning and memory capacities.
The neurobiology of these states are known to
be created by:

Dopamine
• ventral tegmental area
• nucleus accumbens
• substantia nigra
Serotonin
• raphe nuclei
Norepinephrin (noradrenaline)
• locus coeruleus
Acetylcholine
• nucleus basalis
• cholinergic mesopontine tegmentum
Endomorphins0
• periaqueductal gray
Oxytocin
• paraventricular nucleus

• Dopamine: promotes positive anticipation
and movement toward; heightens attention
in the pre-frontal cortex.
The research relating to these regions, the neu• Serotonin: modulates depression, fear and rotransmitters they produce, and their effect on our
anxiety; regulates aggression; enables posi- state of being has so far identified:
tive mood; promotes other neurotransmitter
release.
• positive anticipation—dopaminergic activity
• Norepinephrin (noradrenaline): stimulates
from the substantia nigra/ventral tegmental
arousal and alertness; enhances memory forarea and nucleus accumbens (Gruber et al.,
mation and retrieval.
2014; Knutson, Adams, Fong, & Hommer,
• Acetylcholine: stimulates arousal, attention,
2001);
and vigilance.
www.neuropsychotherapist.com
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• focus and attention on issues of interest—
norepinephrine from the locus coereleus
(Ashton-Jones & Cohen, 2005) and acetylcholine from the nucleus basalis (Buzsáki & Gage,
1989);
• calming of stress and hypersensitivity—serotonergic activity from the raphe nuclei (Hornung, 2003);
• shifting from feeling isolated toward trust
and social engagement—through increased
receptivity in oxytocin receptors in the paraventricular nucleus (Yee et al., 2016); and
• pleasure and satisfaction—endogenous endomorphin and endokephalin rewards from
the periaqueductal grey (Blood & Zatorre,
2001).

lower midbrain, constitute the functional structures
of curiosity. Their close proximity can be seen in Figure 1 on the following page.
In determining a name, I was attracted by the
word nuntius, which is Latin for “messenger” or
“announcer”. The collective name is, therefore, the
“nuntius nuclei”. This seems fitting for the nuclei
and brain regions that produce neurotransmitters
that are the messengers that regulate and modulate the biochemical milieu. The composition of the
biochemical milieu is a fundamental contributing
factor in how various areas of the brain function
at any given time, not just in curiosity. The nuntius
nuclei will therefore be relevant when considering
a number of mental states where the biochemical
milieu is involved. In the context of curiosity, specifically, I propose that the nuntius nuclei produce

I propose that the nuntius nuclei produce the most
advantageous biochemical milieu
for beneficial therapeutic change, learning,
and transformational growth.
These various brain regions project neurons into
the midbrain and cortex to stimulate activity in brain
regions. Gruber et al. (2014) have shown the connection between the dopaminergic regions and the
hippocampus; the amygdala is known to be calmed
by GABAergic neurons that are stimulated by serotonin; norepinephrine and acetylcholine stimulate
focus, arousal, and attention in areas such as the
prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the cingulate; and endomorphins and enkephalins stimulate pleasurable
reward in the caudate, striatum, and PFC. These areas of the brain, located in the upper brainstem and
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the most advantageous biochemical milieu for beneficial therapeutic change, learning, and transformational growth.
We have heard the term “chemical imbalance”
used extensively in relation to negative mental
states (Deacon & Baird, 2009). It is certainly true
that any mental state will have a neurobiochemical milieu, and that some mental states are not
preferred or desired. Nonetheless, while it is logical to try to change the biochemical milieu in order to change mental state, it can also be argued
that the biochemical milieu for depression is the
Vol 6 Issue 3, March 2018

perfectly balanced milieu to produce depression.
We have learned that there is (among other things)
low dopamine, low serotonin and low norepinephrine, but even though these conditions are not what
most people would consider a “good” chemical balance, the first thing to investigate is what message
is being conveyed by the nuntius nuclei in relation
to the whole biological system. What is this state

of “depression” telling us about what is happening
within the deeper psycho-neuro-biology of this person? That is the first question as a therapist. We also
seek to change that mental state, and to do so, we
utilize various interventions ranging from psychopharmacology, to cognitive therapy, to mindfulness,
to yoga, to embodied relational presence, and so
many more. The difficulty of therapy is that it is very

Figure 1. The nuntius nuclei. Adapted from The Practitioner’s Guide to Mirroring Hands: A Client-Responsive
Therapy That Facilitates Natural Problem-Solving and Mind–Body Healing by R. Hill and E. Rossi, 2017, p. 235. Copyright 2017 by Crown House Publishing.
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hard to change a negative mental state from within
that negative mental state. In many ways, that is
the intention of psychopharmacology—to change
the mental state by shifting the biochemical milieu. As Gruber et al., (2014) suggest, curiosity can
change the biochemical milieu rapidly and consistently, and I propose that it does so by directly altering the activities of the nuntius nuclei as a mind-tobody effect.

ture. These effects were linked to increases in dopamine levels and positive enhancement of attention and arousal, which is linked to norepinephrine
and acetylcholine. Negative affect does exactly the
opposite by closing down broader attention to the
cause or experience of the negative affect. In her
paper, Fredrickson describes the effects of a variety
of positive emotions:

JacobLund/Bigstock.com

In the light of that, it seems clear that when
Joy, for instance, creates the urge to play, push
someone is curious, there will be expressions of
the limits and be creative; urges evident not
that state throughout their system. Their neurobioonly in social and physical behaviour, but also
chemical milieu will be of a certain balance that is
in intellectual and artistic behaviour. Interest, a
a shift from their presenting milieu. Barbara Frephenomenologically distinct positive emotion,
drickson (2004) opened the move toward undercreates the urge to explore, take in new informastanding the benefits of positive emotions with her
tion and experiences, and expand the self in the
broaden-and-build theory. Her work, and with othprocess. (Fredrickson, 2004, p. 1369)
ers, showed that positive emotions are linked with
thinking that is unusual, flexible, integrative, creative, open to information and efficient, facilitating
Fredrickson’s work focuses on positive emotions,
approach behaviours, and which has the effect of whereas Jaak Panksepp carried out detailed work
broadening a person’s sense of possibility in the fu- on our fundamental emotions over several decades.
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He determined there are seven fundamental emotions: four “toward” emotions (seeking, play, care,
lust) and three “away” emotions (fear, rage, panic/
grief). His work sheds more light on the neurotransmitters that regulate and modulate these emotional states. He recognized the “interaction of multiple
neural circuits localized in extended brain regions,
from the lower brainstem to the forebrain” (Alcaro
& Panksepp, 2011, p. 1806) suggested that “SEEKING energizes activity, and, with the aid of norepinephrine, may increase concentration and effort to
achieve one’s goals” (p. 1808). He further suggested
that anhedonia and helplessness rise when there is
a deficiency of the SEEKING emotional disposition
and described depression as a “state of reduced engagement with all aspects of the world, due to an
endogenous hypo-functionality of the SEEKING
network” (p. 1812).

utilized in an objectively positive, creative way. That
is why the curiosity approach is both productive and
safe.
In summing up, I suggest that curiosity is both
a state of mind and a state of brain. Curiosity creates a unique mental state where exploration and
discovery are desirable, even when the exploration
might be of difficulties and traumas in life. I further
suggest that curiosity emboldens a person to look
within and to their growing edge for meaning and
purpose. Such speculation requires research and
verification, but I believe there is enough evidence
available now, albeit disparate, to make these conceptual propositions. If we prime our mental state
with a sense of interest and wonder; if we seek out
something that is beneath the obvious and superficially apparent; and, finally, if we look to create
something new, meaningful, and self-relevant from
this, we can have a positive effect not only on learning but also on personal growth and all the subsidiary growth that occurs on an interpersonal and an
inter-environmental level.

This makes sense to me as a therapist, but the
question is: How do we reinvigorate SEEKING in a
person who has no sense of need to find anything?
The answer is not to promote an emotional response—that is counterproductive for someone in
depression or overwhelmed by anxiety—but to shift
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Advancement of Sexual Health, 2012, edited by Marnie C. Ferree).
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NPT: Can you tell us a little about the theories and
philosophies that have most impacted your work?
AK: For starters, I think it’s imperative—a requirement even—for clinicians to spend a signifiAK: I’ve always been interested in a synthesis of cant amount of time in personal psychotherapy.
theories and philosophies, taking the best aspects Without going through deep, affective, psychoand melding them together. I’ve never been satis- therapeutic work that includes a body-oriented
fied with following “one way” since I seek a holis- process, I don’t think therapists have the necessary
tic view of things in life. Affect regulation theory experience to take others through a depth process.
is where I hang my hat today because it acknowl- At the very least they’ll be limited, especially if they
edges and includes multiple areas of science. Given hang everything on a theory without lived experithe evolutionary underpinnings of the theory, and ence—in short, we are our own best laboratories!
its rich complexity of ideas, it crystalizes the gen- Through present-day reactions to our early beginesis of all forms of psychopathology. In other words, nings, childhood experiences, adolescent tribulaits neuropsychobiosocial approach makes therapy tions, entrance into young adulthood and so on, we
make sense! Early mother/infant regulatory inter- form ourselves, change our capacity for self-comactions set the stage for how a child develops over passion and empathy, and become more capable
time. Knowing that a combination of genetics and of self-regulation, and therefore regulation of othepigenetics are at play in forging who we are, and ers. Recall the old adage that goes something like
who we are to become, allows me to see the intrica- you can only take your patient as far as you’ve gone
cies of the adaptive strategies my patients recruited yourself. Next, I suggest new clinicians follow their
for survival. With a psychobiological map, I’m better passion, which usually has personal meaning drivequipped to move patients out of dissociation and ing it. Many therapists embark on their journey into
back into their mind/body.
the field of psychotherapy in an effort to heal themselves; this gives them a distinct advantage since
NPT: What are you working on currently?
they have personal experience related to the area of
study they choose. Finally, they should be encourAK: I’ve just completed a workbook—The Kate- aged to be a good listener, and to drop interpretahakis Integrative Sex Therapy Model: A Workbook tions and listen instead to the inherent wisdom of
Companion That Celebrates Healthy Sexuality—for the mind/body. By wondering aloud with patients,
people who are in recovery from sexual addiction or disclosing their felt sense, and being willing to sit in
compulsive sexual behaviors (whatever term the pa- the unknown without answers as they walk side-bytient is most comfortable with using). The workbook side with patients in search of their truth, safe surarose naturally from the research study I conducted prises and moments of joy and play will emerge.
for my dissertation. Specifically, I titled my thesis, A
Conceptual Model of Healthy Sexuality for Male and NPT: How has an understanding of neurobiology
Female Clients Who Identify as “Sex Addicts”, and on helped you in your practice/research?
the day I sat down to design and write my research
study, the model sprang forth with such ease it sur- AK: Over the past ten years I’ve had the privilege
prised me! I wrote for about six hours straight that and good pleasure of learning neurobiology directday, and another six the following day. I was in a ly from Dr. Allan Schore, which has fundamentally
highly creative flow state that unlocked my intui- changed the way I think and practice. Dr. Schore
tion, allowing ideas and concepts to emerge with- reminds us that the psychobiological substrate of
out judgment. After two days in this play state, the the human unconscious is the right brain. This noresult was an amalgam of my years of clinical expe- tion alone focuses me when I’m with my patients on
rience, my personal therapeutic journey, theoretical the primacy of affect rather than on cold cognition.
study, and my own beliefs.
I have the experience over and over again of what
happens when a deep resonance occurs between
NPT: If you could impart one thing to a new psycho- my patient and myself when we’re engaged in a
therapist, what would it be?
nonverbal, intersubjective “conversation”. Through
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rupture and repair - by “listening” with my right
brain and to my bodily-based cues, and following
my intuition - the right amygdalae of both parties
activate, uncoupled circuits start to kindle, and a
whole host of other co-regulating processes engage, potentially moving the patient toward neural
integration. These implicit exchanges appear to be
the key to healing both the structure and function
of the central and autonomic nervous systems. The
simple practice of staying present with myself and
with my patients has created a stillness in me that
allows for an intimate connection where both of us
feel seen and known.
NPT: So what’s ahead for you in the next 12 months?
AK: I will continue with my mission of working
with patients who struggle with sexuality issues
and educate professionals on the notion of sexual
addiction as a problem of trauma repetition and,
therefore, affect dysregulation (Sex Addiction as Affect Dysregulation: A Neurobiologically Informed Holistic Treatment, Norton, 2016). Additionally, since
2017 ended with the most talked about topic in the

U.S. being sexual harassment, I’ll be thinking more
about what comprises healthy sexuality. I’m looking
forward to my workbook coming out in the spring
of 2018 and plan to create an online platform to
train therapists on how to use this simple, affectively based model with their patients. Overall, I’d like
to inspire more critical thinking and conversations
about what healthy sex is and how we can begin to
change our definitions of masculinity and femininity toward a more sexually healthy and respectful
world.
We also have some exciting directives at the Center
for Healthy Sex this year including a women’s weekend workshop for those struggling with sex and love
addiction, a topic I’ve written about extensively via
my contributions in Making Advances: A Comprehensive Guide to Treating Female Sex and Love Addiction (Society for the Advancement of Sexual Health,
2012). And for those of you who prefer to just read
one chapter on the topic, I recommend my chapter
entitled “The Female Face of Sex Addiction” in the
International Handbook of Sex Addiction (Routledge,
2017).
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